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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

THE SPIRITUAL SENSES,
MONASTIC AND THEOLOGICAL
MARCUS PLESTED

If the doors of perc_e ption were cleansed everything would appear to man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed himself up, till he sees all things thro' na~row chinks of his cavern.
-WILLIAM BLAKE,

The Marriage ofHeaven and Hell

w.LLIAM

BLAKE IS JUST ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LONG HISTORY

of the doctrine of the spiritual senses-the idea chat there arc within the human being faculties corresponding in some manner with the five physical senses, yet capable of direct apprehension of spiritual and divine realities. In Blake's dazzling if decidedly sui generis mystical vision the cleansing of the
doors of perception, the awakening of the spiritual senses, involves a shattering transformation of the
physical senses which in and of themselves are profoundly limiting, affording "narow chinks" of reality at best. As the same poem puts it: "How do you know but ev'ry Bird chat cuts the airy way, / Is an
immense world of delight, dos' d by your senses five? " For Blake, this process of cleansing involved a
good deal of spiritual struggle and mental fight, a dimension of his teaching circumvented in some of
his epigones-witness Aldous Huxley's Doors ofPerception or the eponymous Los Angeles rock group.
But what is perhaps most significant in Blake for our purposes is his sense of the continuity between
physical and spiritual perception-the spiritual senses are for Blake a kind of radical enhancement or
unleashing of the physical senses, the kind of enhanced vision chat enables one co see angels in the trees
of Peckham Rye .
. Blake's affirmation of the essential congruity of the physical and spiritual senses may be con. crasced with much of the western mystical tradition in which spiritual sensation seems to involve the
cessation or closing down of physical sensation. This strand of reflection has a long pedigree within
the western mystical tradition, being implicit in the root i,ivw (close the eye), from which we have
i,ivew (initiate into the mysteries). Within the context of mystical experience this closing of the physical eye is necessary in order to open up that inner sight capable of apprehending the supreme reality
underpinning and sustaining all things-ready, that is, to perceive the fullness of the transformativc vision and experiences offered in the mystery cults and other religious contexts of antiquity.
But even here we need not assume that spiritual sensation involves the complete cessation and negation of physical sensation. Physical sight was presumably a necessary precondition of spiritual seeing in, for example, the mysteries of Eleusis-onc had co sec the sacred car of corn physically before
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apprehending its inner and more divine nature.
Having said that, it is a given within much of the
classical mystical tradition that spiritual perception is infinitely superior to physical perception
and chat the physical senses, where they do not
actively militate against the mind's struggle to
ascend out of the realm of materiality, serve at
best as a kind of springboard or launching pad
for the higher faculties of perception.
These non-Byzantine examples have been
chosen not only to underline the fact that the
notion of spiritual senses extends well beyond
the realm of Byzantine theologoumena but also
to flag some of the key questions that attend
the notion, most notably the central question of
the precise nature of the relationship between
these two realms of perception. Questions
attending the spiritual senses became a major
area of interest and indeed contention within
the Byzantine theological tradition. This essay
serves as an attempt to discern the lineaments
of the Byzantine understanding of the spiritual
senses through a broadly diachronic discussion
of some of the key expositors of the doctrine of
the spiritual senses. But while focused perforce
on explicit explorations of the subject at hand,
this essay also aspires to give some hint of the allpervading nature of theological considerations
when it comes to understanding the Byzantine
sensorium in all its fullness.
The doctrine of the spiritual senses is a constant within Byzantine theology . ~nd ascetic
teaching. It is also deeply embedded within
the liturgical and iconographic framework of
the Empire. In the Byzantine world physical
sense perception was only ever part of the story.
Beyo~d the realm of the senses-separated only
by the thin veif of materiality-lay a variegated
·world of heightened or transformed perception,
a realm of divine encounter and struggle against
the opposing powers. Robert Byron expresses
this in inimitable fashion in his declamation, "in
·the eyes of the Byzaptine, mortal life was a mazelike venture amid nonterrestrial forces, demoniac
and divine, circling around him, imminent and
overwhelming." 1 With every sight of an icon,
every touch of a relic, every taste of the eucharist,
every hearing of scripture or hagiography, every
1
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The Byzantine Achitvemmt (London, 1929), 155 .
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sniff of incense, the Byzantine man or woman
was called out of the realm of everyday sense perception and into another world. Without assuming that every Byzantine man or woman was
willing or able to respond to that invitation, the
nature of that invitatio·n is a question that preoccupied the minds of some of the greatest theologians of the age.
The doctrine of the spiritual senses is not
univocal.2 Various opinions exist within the
Byzantine tradition as to the relation between
the physical and the spiritual senses (depending
here very much on the underlying anthropology
and the extent which a given author has grappled with the implications of the incarnation).
Similarly, various views exist as to the number
of spiritual senses, whether spiritual senses are
to be transcended at a certain point, whether
the spiritual senses require the extinction or at
least the transformation of the physical senses, or
whether they are best construed as an intensification of the physical senses. I shall in what follows attempt to give some idea of the Byzantine
doctrine of the spiritual senses as it unfolded
over time, taking the story from Origen up to the
Hesychast controversy of the fourteenth century,
a period which saw the spiritual senses gravitate
to the heart of the dogmatic enterprise of the
Byzantine Church.3

. Byzantine Writers on the Spiritual Senses

Origen ofAlexandria
Odgen is generally credited with having pioneered the doctrine of the spiritual senses. 4 It.

2 The seminal treatment of the doctrine of the spiritual
senses in the modern era is A.-F. Poulain, Des graces d 'oraison:
Traite de theologit mystique, 10th ed. (Paris, 1910), 93-125. His
sources arc, however, largdy western (Dionysios the Areopagite
being the chief exception).
''

3 This chapter builds in part on my earlier work on the spiritual sense(s), The Macarian Legacy (Oxford, 2004), especially
134-40 (Origcn, Evagrios, Makarios, and Diadochos) and 23637 (Maximos).
4 Sec K. Rahner, "Le debut d'unc doctrine des cinq sens spiritucls chez Origcnc," R evue d:Ascttique et de Mystiqu·e 13 (1932):
113-45. Another prominent Roman Catholic theologian of the
mid-twentieth century, Hans Urs von Balthasar, also picked
up on the theme in the 1930s, building his understanding of
the spiritual senses largely on his interpretation of Origen.
Sec, for example, his anthology: Origmes Geist und Feuer: Ein

would, however, be quite misleading to regard
him as the inventor of the notion. Origen
was above all else an exegete and the doctrine
emerges squarely from his close engagement
wfrh scripture. 5 In the first instance, the doc·crine enables him to do justice to the multiple
references in scripture to the sight, hearing, taste,
smell, and touch of spiritual realties-whether by
way of metaphor or by analogy. Second, the doctrine serves to explicate references to the vision or
other sensory perception of God without lapsing
into anthropomorphism or compromising God's
transcendence. Third, there is undoubtedly an
apologetic and polemical dimension: Origen is
concerned to explain and defend the sensory and
inescapably embodied language of Scripture in
response both to the Gnostics and to pagan critics such as Celsus-neither of whom had much
time for the body let alone for b9dily language in
respect of God.
Origen teaches that there is within the
human being"a certain generic divine sense." His
"divine.s~nse" (cti0"9l')O"tV 9e{av) is grounded in the
traditional Alexandrine (not the Septuagint)
reading of Proverbs 2.:5: "You shall find a divine
sense." 6 This perceptive power operates in five
principal modes analogous to the five physical
senses: a sight to see invisible metaphysical realities such as the cherubim and seraphim, a hearing to hear that which has no objective existence
Aujbau aus seinm Schriften (Salzburg, 1938). The spiritual
s.enses became an important theme within his masterwork,
The Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics (Edinburgh,
1982.-). B. Fraigneau-Julien gives one of the best summaries of
Origen's doctrine of the spiritual senses in his Les sens spirituels
et La vision de Dieu selon Symlon le Nouveau Thlologien (Paris,
1985), 2.9-43. More recently, M. Mcinroy has offered a thoughtful reassessment of modern scholarship on the matter, arguing
chat the theme runs throughout Origen's oeuvre, albeit with
alternation between metaphorical and analogical usages. See
his "Origen of Alexandria," in The Spiritual Senses: Perceiving
· God in Western Christianity, ed. P. Gavrilyuk and S. Coakley
(Cambridge, 2.012.) , 2.0-35.

5 This is not co say that Origen's doctrine of the spiritual
senses is solely scriptural. John Dillon, in particular, has made
a strong case for connecting Origen with analogous developments in Middle and Neo-Plaronism. See his "Aisthcsis Nacre:
A Doctrine of the Spiritual Senses in Origcn and in Plotinus,"
in Helienica et Judaica: Hommage a Valentin Nikiprowetzky,
ed. A. Caquor cc al. (Leuven and Paris, 1986), 443-55. Cf., for
example, Plorinus on intellectual perception in Enneads 6.7.6.
6 This is a reading known also co Clement of Alexandria.
The LXX has "knowledge of God" (hr(-yvwaw Seoii). Origen is
fully aware of the variant.

in the air, a taste which is nourished by the living bread from heaven, a smell which smells spiritual things (cf. 2. Corinthians 2:15), and a sense
of touch such as that of which the Apostle John
7
spoke (1 John 1:1). These modes are the divine
or spiritual senses and convey something of the
variegated nature of the soul's experience of the
divine. As he puts it in his commentary on the
Song of Songs:
For those who have their senses exercised
to the discerning of good and evil, Christ
becomes each of these things in turn, to suit
the several senses of the soul. He is called the
true sight, therefore, that the soul's eyes may
have something to lighten -chem. He is the
Word, so that her ears may have something
to hear. Again, he is the Bread of Life so that
the soul's palate may have something to taste.
And in the same way he is called spikenard or
ointment, that the soul's sense of smell may
apprehend the fragrance of the Word. For the
same reason he is also said to be able to be felt
and handled, and is called the Word made
flesh so that the hand of the interior soul may
touch concerning the Word of Life. But all
these things are the Orie, Sa~e Word of God,
who adapts himself to the sundry tempers of
prayer according to these several guises, and
so leaves none of the soul's faculties empty of
his grace.8
Elsewhere Origen asserts, again referring to
Proverbs 2:5, that Solomon "knew that there exist
in us two sorts of sense, one mortal, corruptible
and human, the other immortal and intellectual,
the sense he calls 'divine'." To see with the "eyes
of the heart" (Ephesians 1:18), for example, is to
grasp some intellectual or noetic reality by virtue
ot the intellect or voii~. It is the" divine sense" that
sees God, the sight not of the eyes but of the "pure
heart" (cf. Mt. 5:8), that is to say, of the intellect.9

7

Contra Ce/sum 1.48 (GCS 2.:98).

Commentary on theSong2..9 (GCS 8:167-68), trans. Louth,
in The Origins ofthe Christian Mystical Tradition: From Plato
to Denys (Oxford, 1981), 68.
8

9

De principiis 1.1.9 (GCS 2.2.:2.7).
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Origen's commentaries on Scripture return to the
theme with some frequency.10

Evagrios ofPontos
Evagrios takes up the doctrine virtually unchanged from Origen, speaking of the ·intellect's
need for a spiritual sense in order to distinguish
spiritual things. 11 He defines this spiritual sense
as "the impassibility of the rational soul, produced by the grace of God." 12 Like Origen, he
slides back and forth between one and five senses
but without positing anything but an essentially adventitious connection with the physical
senses. He speaks of the fivefold operation of
the spiritual senses in some detail: "Sight shows
[the intellect] intelligible objects nakedly; with
the hearing it receives the Logoi (underlying principles) concerning these objects; the sense of
smell delights in the scent which is foreign to all
dissimulation; the mouth receives the taste of
these things, and by means of touch it is made
steadfast, grasping the exact manifestation of
things."13 The spiritual senses are, in Evagrios,
the faculties by which the contemplative intellect grasps the true nature of things and ascends
toward theology-the summit of human Hfe and
experience-stripping away all images, perceptions, and sensations as it does so. In the realm of
theology it seems that all the senses, spiritual and
physical alike, are to be left behind: "Blessed is
the intellect that has acquired complete freedom
from senses (itww,-0ria-(a.) during prayer." 14

IO See also Comm entary on L uke fr. S7 (G CS 49:308-9);
Commentary on j ohn 10.40 (G CS 10:2.18).
11 . Kephalaia gnostika 1.33 (A. Guillaumont, ed ., Les six
centuries des "Kephalaia gnostica~· Edition critique de la version
iyriaque C()mmune et edition d'une nouvelle version syriaque,
inttgrale, avec une double t raduction franraise, PO 2.8 [Paris,
19 s8]. 33).
12 Kephalaia gnostika 1.37 (Guillaumont ed., p, 35). T his
and other uncredited translations arc my own .

.13 Kephalaia .gnostika 2..35 (Guillaumonc ed., p . 7s), with
Greek preserved in J. M tiyldermans, Evagriana: Extrait de la
revue Le Muston, vol. 44, augmentt de nouveaxfragments grec~
intdits (Paris, 1931). T he doctrine of the spiritual senses is also
articulated in his Advice to a Virgin 5S: "Virgin eyes will see the
Lord. / T he cars of vi rgins will hear the Lord. / The mouth of
virgins will kiss the Bridegroom. / The nose of virgins is drawn
by the scent of his ointments (cf. Cane. 1:3). / Virgin hands will
couch the Lo rd."

i4 On Prayer 12.0 PG 79:1193B.
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Origen and Evagrios adopt an essentially
spiritualizing approach, one which transfers
or transposes the language of the bodily senses
to the faculties of the soul. There is little or no
perceptible continuity between the physical and
the spiritual senses here, something that comes
as no surprise given their own rather ambivalent
approaches to physicality and materiality. The
doctrine of the spiritual senses allows Origen
and Evagrios to express the variety, immediacy,
and reality of the soul's experience of God by
analogy with the physical senses, but the principal function of the doctrine is as an exegetical
and apologetic tool.

St. Gregory ofNyssa
We encounter a somewhat more embodied
understanding of the spiritual senses in St.
Gregory of Nyssa. Grappling more closely with
the implications of incarnation than either
Origen or Evagrios, Gregory cannot, for all his
Platonic inclinations, regard the physical or
· material as being only analogically or adventitiously related to the spiritual or divine. In his
commentary on the Song of Songs he takes
the physical and sensory language of the Song
as a kind of toehold for spiritual perception. 15
In Gregory's interpretation, the bridegroom
(Christ) awakens the spiritual senses of the bride
(the human soul) by means of the physical senses:
' .As light, he becomes beautiful to our eyes; and
a sweet $mell for our sense of smell; and life for
those who eat ofhim."16
But for all the possible continuity between .
the physical and the spiritual senses in Gregory,
physical sensory perception is certainly to be left
behind. In the Lift ofMoses he writes:

15 I borrow the "toehold" from S. Coakley, Powers and
Submissions, 138. C oakley also offers a limpid definition of
the spiritual senses as "the transformed epistemic sensibilities
of those being progressively reborn in the likeness of the Son."
Ibid., 131. This bears comparison with Hans Urs von Balthasar,
who argues that the spiritual senses are not •other" to the physical senses but rather arc these senses" in so far as they have been
formed according to the form of C h rist." Glory of the Lord,
1:42.4.
16 Comm. on the Song GN O 6:117. For more on Gregory and
the Song sec H. Boersma, Embodim ent and Virtue in Gregory of
Nyssa (Oxford, _2.013), 93-100.

The contemplation of God is not effected
by sight and hearing, nor is it comprehended
by any of the customary perceptions of the
mind. For "no.eye has seen, and no ear has
heard," nor does it belong to chose things
which usually enter "into the heart of man"
(1 Cor. 2.:9) . He who would approach the
knowledge of things sublime must first
purify his manner oflife from all sensual and
irrational emotion. He must wash from his
understanding every opinion derived from
some preconception and withdraw himself
from his customary intercourse with his own
companion, chat is, with his faculty of sense
perception which is, as it were, wedded to our
nature as its companion [<TU~i>y6~ 'TrW~ ec,n Tft
~fLETEP~ <j,uo-et 1<:IXI 0'1JVOl1<:0~]. When he is so
purified, then he assalilts the mountain. 17
The same applies a fortiori on the ~ountaintop:
For leaving behind everything that is
observed, not only what sense comprehends
but also what the intelligence thinks. it sees,
the mind keeps on penetrating deeper until
by its yearning for understanding it gains
access to the invisible and incomprehensible,
and there it sees God. This is the true knowledge of what is sought; this is the seeing that
consists in not seeing, because that which is
sought transcends all knowledge, being separated on all sides as by a kind of darkness. 18
This theme of the divine darkness is certainly co
be distinguished from the intellectual illumina. tion taught by Origen and Evagrios. It may also
be distinguished in terms of its assertion of an
enduring role for the spiritual sense(s). Turning
back co the commentary on the Song of Songs,
we read that in the deepest and most intimate
moment of divine encounter the soul "is encompassed by a divine night, during which her spouse
approaches, but does not reveal himself. But how
can that which is invisible reveal itself in the
night? By the fact that he gives the soul some sense

17 Lift ofMom 2. .157. (SC I ter.) (trans. MaJherbe and Ferguson, 93, lightly adapted).
18 Lift ofMom 2.J63 (SC
guson, 93).

I

ter.) (trans. MaJherbe and Fer-

of his presence (aio-9l']o-tv fLEV nva o(owo-t -rft tuxft
7ri:tpouo-(a~) even while he eludes her clear
apprehension, concealed as he is by the invisibility of his nature."19 Far from being transcended in
the unio mystica, the spiritual sense, the sense of
Christ's presence, is all we are left with. 20

T~~

Dionysios the Areopagite
Dionysios the Areopagite, that most intrigu- ·
ing and perplexing of theologians, also offers a
broadly anagogical approach, albeit one which
envisages the cessation of all perception in the
unio mystica. For Dionysios, the celestial and
ecclesiastical hierarchies are alike geared to the
reawakening of the spiritual senses, the cleansing of the doors of perception, by means of the
foothold of the senses: "For fr is quite impossible that we humans should, in any immaterial way, rise up to imitate and to contemplate
the heavenly hierarchies without the aid of the
those material means capable of guiding us as our
nature requires. Hence, for anyone who reflects,
the appearances of beauty become the signs of an
invisible harmony. Perfumes, as they strike our
senses, represent spiritual illumination. Material
lights point to that immaterial light of which
they are images" (Celestial Hierarchy 1.3 [12.1CD]).
The spiritual senses operate, in Dionysios, in
anagogical fashion. Using the physical senses as
a foothold or, better, springboard, the angelic
and ecclesiastical hierarchies invite us to ascend
from the realm of materiality to the realm of the
immaterial and invisible, putting aside sense perception as we do so, gathering us up ever higher
until such time as we are embraced by the divine
darkness of the one who is beyond being, beyond
name, beyond affirmation and negation, and
certainly beyond any kind of perception: "[The
Cause of all] is neither perceived nor is it perceptible" (Mystical Theology 4 [1040D]). While
Dionysios's intuition of the natural sympathy
between material and divine things allows him
to expound a doctrine of the spiritual senses,
his teaching on the cessation of all perception
in mystical union dqes point to an underlying
weakness of his account-an inability to ascribe
19

Comm. ontheSong11 p. 32.4.10 (trans. Louth, Origins, 67).

20

Presence is a key feature in Pou lain, Du graw (n. :z. above).
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to the spiritual (let alone the physical) senses any
kind of eternal significance or value.

Makarios (Makarios-Symeon,
Pseudo-Makarios)
For a truly robust and unapologetically embodied understanding of the spiritual senses we must
turn to Makarios (fl. 37os-39os), one of the key
figures in the development of the Byzantine mystical tradition (and, it may be noted, an authority for St. Gregory of Nyssa). 21 Makarios has
perhaps the most holistic anthropology of any
writer of the patristic period, asserting an intimate and organic connection between the soul
and the body, a connection rooted and grounded
in the heart. There is in Makarios an intriguing
reciprocity between soul and body, the soul being
created in the image and likeness of God and the
body in the image and likeness of the soul.2 2 In
this framework the spiritual senses may be interpreted not so much as an analogy drawn from
the workings :o f the physical senses but rather it
is the physical senses that reflect in some imperfect way the operation of the soul. Such considerations give Makarios's presentation of the
spiritual senses an unusual centrality and firmness. Makarios can even define the very essence
of Christianity in terms of the spiritual senses:
"The reality of Christianity is this: the taste of
truth, the eating and drinking of truth" (I 18.7.13).23 We might note here that it is the faculty of
taste that is privileged, taste being perhaps the
most immediate of the senses. This experience is
also frequently evoked in terms of the vision of
God as light:
·
21 Citations to Makarios: I = H. Berthold, ed., Makarios/
Symeon, R~dm und Brieft: D ie Sammlung I des Vaticanus
Grauus 094 (B}, 2. vols., GCS ss-s6 (Berlin, 1973); II = H.
Dorries, E. Klostermann, and M. Kroeger, eds., Die so geistlichm Homilim des Makarios, PTS 4 (Berlin, 1964) ; III= E.
Klostermann and H. Berthold, Neut Homilim des Makarius/
Symeon, vol. 1, Aus Typus III, TU 71 (Berlin, 1961), given also
in V. Desprez, Pseudo-Macaire: Oeuvres spirituelles, vol. 1,
Homilies propm ala Collection III, SC 175 (Paris, 1980).
22 I 18.7.1-3. Cf. also II 4 .9-10: "The soul, which is a subtle
body, has enveloped the eye by which it secs, the car by which
it hears, the tongue by which it speaks, the hands. In short, the
soul envelops the entire body and its members and is commingled with them, and through them accomplishes all the necessaries oflifc."

23
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The blessed Apostle Paul, the architect of the
Church, forever anxious for the truth and
not wishing that those who hear the word
should be impeded by ignorance, indicated
with great exactitude and clarity the goal of
the truth and made known the perfect mystery of Christianity in every believing soul,
this being to receive through a divine operation the experience of the effulgence of the
heavenly light in holy souls in the revelation
and power of the Spirit. (I 58.u)
Makarios routinely speaks of the drama of the
Fall and Redemption in terms of the spiritual
senses. The Fall has "blinded the eyes of the
soul" (I 35.3) and caused us humans to lose the
"intellectual and deathless senses" (I 58,3,3). It
is significant that he uses ai<T0YjT~plOV rather
than IXL0'0Yj<Tl~ here. Makarios usually prefers the
former term in preference to the latter for the
physical senses. The choice of vocabulary seems
to emphasize the correspondence between the
physical and the spiritual senses. Through his
· incarnation, Christ reestablishes the "intellectual senses" of the soul (I 58.3-3). At Pentecost,
the Holy Spirit uncovered the "eyes of the heart"
of the apostles (I 63.1.5). The Lord came so as
to allow the soul to see him "with its intellectual eyes" (I 28.1.4). Again and again this vision
of Christ is construed in terms of the spiritual
vision of the light of God shining in the soul
(e.g., I rn.3.4). "As the sun on earth is to the eyes
of the fliesh, so is the glory of the Holy Spirit to
the purified eyes of the inner man" (III 28-4-4).
The soul's return to health is spoken of consis- .
tently in terms of the restoration of the spiritual
senses, the reopening of the eyes of the soul, and.
th_e acquisition of the taste of grace. It is also,
regrettably, necessary to taste the bitterness of
the passions: "So that by the experience of the
two natures, tasting frequently both the Qitterness of sin and the sweetness of grace, the soul
might become more perceptive and more vigilant, so as to flee evil entirely and to attach itself
wholly to the Lord" (III 12..2.2).
It is vital to notice that in Makarios, by
virtue of the centrality of the heart, spiritual
sensation as it were overflows into physical sensation: "The heart governs and rules the whole
bodily organ; and when grace takes hold of the

pastures of the heart, it rules over all the members and the thoughts. For there is the intellect,
and all the thoughts of the soul and its expectation, thus [through the heart] grace penetrates to
all the members of the body" (II 15-20). And so
while the vision of the divine light is in the first
instance an experience of the spiritual senses,
that vision is communicated also to the physical
senses. Again the continuity between the physical and spiritual senses is made crystal dear.
Makarios also connects the doctrine of the
spiritual senses to his curious theme of the "second soul," which is the work of the Spirit in us.
In I 63.1.3 he writes, "There are other ears and
other eyes and other cries and another mind
and another soul, which is that very divine and
heavenly Spirit which hears and cries and prays
and knows and does the will of God in truth
(cf. Rom. 8:26)." In this framework, the spiritual
senses are to be construed as a divine operation.
Elsewhere, Makarios offers an alternative list
of the five senses or faculties of the soul as understanding, · knowledge, discernment, patience,
and mercy (<1uve<1Lc;, yvw<1Lc;, OL1:bcpl<1Lc;, inrop.ov~,
e).eoc;) (I 49.2..3). 24 He proceeds to draw an analogy between the five senses of the soul operati ng as they should, that is, "receiving grace from
above and the sanctification of the Spirit" and
the five wise virgins of Matthew 2.5. Again, the
spiritual senses are to be understood as awakened
and actuated by divine grace.
In his trenchant insistence on the continuity between the physical and spiritual senses
Makarios affords perhaps the closest thing to
Blake-for all that he abhorred asceticism-that
the Byzantine tradition has to offer. Makarios's
robust and profoundly Christocentric teaching

24 Note that Makarios's list here in cludes moral vi rtues
as well as aspects of the operation of the ince!Ject. T he p arallel w et in II 4.7 omits the list of these senses but speaks of
the • five rational senses• (emphasis m ine). T here is a connection between Makarios's exegesis of Matthew 25 and th at of
the second-centu ry Epistula apostolorum, which speaks of the
five wise virgins as rep resenting k nowledge, insight, obed ience, patience and mercy. See R. Staats, Gregor von Nyssa und
die Messalianer: Die Frage der Prioritiit 'z weiter a/tkirch/icher
Schriftm,' PTS 8 (Berlin, 1968), 95 n. 9a (cited in C . Stewart,
Working the .&trth ofthe H eart: T he Mmalian Controversy in
History, Texts and Language to A. D. 4JI [O xford, 1991], 12.4)
and M. Hornschuh , Studim zur Epistula Aposto/orum, PTS s
(Berlin, 1965), 21-29.

on the spiritual senses was to shape much subsequent Byzantine reflection on the topic.

St. Diadochos ofPhotike
St. Diadochos of Photike represents the chief
witness in the fifth century to the doctrine of
the spiritual senses. A mystical theologian of
great stature with considerable impact on the
later tradition, Diadochos abounds in the lan:
guage of sense and sense perception. In this he
is certainly drawing on Makarios. 25 Diadochos
normally speaks of sense (ai<19l']cnc;) in the singular.26 The natural sense of the soul is single, but
has been split into two by the Fall. The purpose of
the ascetic life is to reunite the split disposition of
the soul, now torn between heavenly and earthly
aspirations. This reunion is effected by the Holy
Spirit (GC 2.s, 2.9).27 This inner sense is described
as "intellectual sense" (aia-9l']a-Lc; voepix; GC 1, 7)28;
the "sense of the intellect" (ctia-9l']<TLc; vooc; / -roii
voii; GC 2.4, 30, 61, 76, 77, 79, 83); the "sense of
the soul" (ctiCT9l']CTlc; T* tux~c;; GC 14, 25, 2.9) and
"sense of the heart" (ctfo0l']<Tlc; T~c; !Cctpo{ac;; GC 14,
16, 2.3).29 The variations in Diadochos's descriptions of the inner or spiritual sense do not imply
a range of inner senses pertaining to the different
constituent elements of the human being, nor do
they correspond to the fivefold operation of the
physical sense. The distinction is, rather, one of
level. The sense of the intellect or the intellectual
sense is the purest sense of our soul, and our surest guide in the spiritual life. When restored to
its full vigor the intellect communicates the joy it
25 Sec my Macarian Legacy, 133-75. Much of the material in
this section is drawn from this earlier work.
26 H ermann D orries claims that D iadochos's understanding
of just one spiritual sense represents one of the two significant
departures he makes from Makarios's reaching, "D iadochos
· und Symeon·: D as Verhalrnis der kepha/aia gnostika zu m
Mcssalianismus," in W ort und Stunde, vol. 1 (G ottingen 1966),
352- 422, esp. 412. T his is a position I have argued against elsewhere: Macarian Legacy, 134-40.
27 N ote on references to D radochos: GC = .E. des Places,
ed., D iadoque de Photid : Oeuvres spiritue//es (SC s tcr.; Paris
1997).
28 The term «le78YJC7l~ voEp« is fi rst instanced in Maka rios,
who uses it to denote the faculty in man capable of spiritu al discernmen t (I 2.10.5) and speaks of our advancing in chis intellectual sense through gentleness (I 39.1.6).
29 He also speaks of the "sense of the spirit" or "spirirual
sense" (GC 15 x 2.), and • immaterial sense• (GC 24).
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experiences from sensing the divine goodness to
the body (GC 2.s)-cvcn down to what Diadochos
calls "very sense of the bones" (GC 14). The inner,
intellectual, or spiritual sense is one whether
related to the intellect, the soul, the heart, or even,
by virtue of the overflowing of spiritual sensation,
the body. In each case the term ctfo·9l']at~ designates the same reality, that inner faculty within
the human being capable of perceiving, sensing,
and experiencing the divine. It is through the cultivation of our spiritual sense that we enter into
union with God: "love unites the soul with the
excellences of God, seeking out the invisible by
means ofits intellectual sense" (GC 1).
While Diadochos prefers to speak of the spiritual sense, not senses, this does not rule out the
use of language pertaining to the five physical
senses when it comes to spiritual perception. In
this connexion, Diadochos is most given to the
language of sight and taste-just like Makarios.
For example, Diadochos defines patience as the
perseverance required "in order to sec the invisible as visible with the eyes of the mind" (Defn.
3 [84.6-7]). Diadochos also describes the "eye of
the soul" as being veiled by the body (GC 71).30
Diadochos's language of taste is thoroughgoing and remarkable. The inner sense tastes the
sweetness (GC 44, 63, 90), goodness (GC 2.4, 33,
89), and grace (GC 30, 36) of God. It is also possible for the theologian to taste the experience of
spiritual knowledge (GC 72.). This language of
taste is, as we have seen, a stock in trade of the
Macarian writings. 31 Taste is, as I have suggested,
perhaps the most immediate of the spiritual
senses, the most obyiously suggestive of union
with the object tasted.
Diadochos's language of sense is, of all its
potential forerunners, most closely related to
that of Makarios. Whereas for Origen and
Evagrios the doctrine of the spiritual senses is
essentially an analogy taken from the realm of

30 The phrase "eye of the soul" is an ancient one. Origcn crit~
icizcs Cclsus for supposing that the Christians had not heard of
it (Contra Ctuum 7.39, GCS 3=189-90). Evagrioshas "eye of the
soul" in Sktmmata 14 and "eyes of the soul• in Schol. Prov. 216.
Makarios also speaks of the soul's eyes in I 63.1.4 and II 18.4.
For the taste of the sweetness of God in Makarios see,
for example, I S-4-4, 11.11, 33.4.4; II 14.1, 17.1. The most obvic;ius Scriptural root for this is Ps. 33(34):8, "Taste and sec that
the Lord is good."
31
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the senses and transposed to the soul's apprehension of metaphysical realities, for both Makarios
and Diadochos it is an expression of the unity of
the human being-a unity founded upon and
assured by the incarnation.

Maximos Confessor
Maximos Confessor achieved ·a definitive and creative synthesis of the Byzantine mystical and theological tradition. Naturally, the doctrine of the
spiritual senses looms large in this synthesis. His
approach can perhaps best be illustrated through
an exploration of the Transfiguration of Christ
on Mount Tabor-an event that was to assume
an ever-increasing prominence in the Byzantine
thought-world, as the debates over the character .
of that light (created or uncreated) came to dominate the Hesychast Controversy. Ambiguum 10,
dealing with St. Gregory ofNazianzos's treatment
of the ascent through materiality to God, presents the apostles' ascent of Tabor as very much an
inward ascent: "And they passed over from flesh
· to spirit, before they had laid aside this fleshly
life, by the change in the operations of sense that
the Spirit worked in them, lifting the veils -of the
passions from the intellectual power that was iri
them" (Ambigua 10.17 [PG 91:112.sD-2.8A]).32 The
apostles were taught that the all-blessed radiance
that shone from Christ's face and which overpowered their physical sense-perception was "a
symbol of his divinity which transcends intellect
and sense and being and knowledge" (ibid.). As
the_ir spiritual senses were opened, Christ's garments, symbols of the words of Scripture, became
clear to them, as did the underlying principles ·
or logoi of creation (112.8BC). The light of the
Transfiguration becomes in Maximos a recurrent theme, as witnessed, for example, in his striking description of the state of pure prayer: "At the
very onset of prayer, the intellect is ravished by the
divine and infinite light and is aware neither of
itself nor of any other created thing whatsoever,
but only of him who through love has activated
such radiance in it" (CC 2..6).33 Needless to say,
32 Emphasis mine. In his Oration :u, upon which this aporia
is centered, Gregory Nazianzen had referred co matter and the
fleshly as a cloud or veil.
33 CC= Chaptm on Lovt, A. Ccresa-Gastaldo, ed., Capitoli
sulla carita, Verba seniorum 3 (Rome, 1963). QD = Questions

such states do not come about without strenuous
ascetic effort.
Maximos's use of the term ittCT0l']O'"l~ is worth
· dwelling in for a moment. In his works, the term
usually refers to· the physical sense or senses,
often in a negative context.34 Maximos does,
however, also use ittCT0l']CTl~ to denote understanding (QD 78 (59]) and in reference to the spiritual
senses (QD 43; cf. Makarios I 58.3.3). The most
interesting example for our purposes is perhaps
Maximos's reference to the faculty of intellectual
or spiritual perception, the aio-011C11~ voEpct: "The
Word enables us to participate in divine life by
making himself food, as those who have received
from him this intellectual perception (afo0l']CTlV
voEpctv) know. It is by the taste of this food that
they truly know in full knowledge that the Lord
is good" (LP 34.12.8-132.).
Maximos is here clearly drawing upon the
language of spiritual sense perception-including the characteristic fascination with tastearticulated in Makarios and Diadochos. He
· stands, in short, as a supremely eloquent witness
to the developed tradition of the spiritual senses
in Byzantium-the spiritual senses as the principal motif by which the human person's ascent to
. divine encounter is articulated.

St.John ofDamascus
We may also mention, at least briefly, another
great synthesizer, albeit less creative a theologian
tpan the Confessor. Here the prologue to the
Philosophical Chapters is of particular interestone of the few elements in that work original to
the Damascene. Here, John enunciates a theory
of embodied knowledge that makes full use of
the notion of the spiritual senses:
· Now, since we do not live with our soul
stripped bare, but, on the contrary, have it
clothed over, as it were, with the veil of the
flesh, our soul has the mind as a sort of eye
which sees and has the faculty of knowing
and Doubts, J. Dcderck, ed., Quaestiones et dubia, CCSG 10
(Louvaiil, 1982.). LP = On the Lord's Prayer, P. Van Deun, ed.,
Opuscula exegetica duo: Expositio in Psa/mumLIX; Expositio orationis dominicae, CCSG 2.3 (Louvain, 1991).
34 Sec for example che call ro mortify sense (i.e., sensuality)
(LP 3s- 36.161-62.) or to restrain sense activity (LP s6.496-97).

and which is capable of receiving knowledge
and having understanding of things which
are. Let us approach with attention and in
all sincerity and proceed without letting the
spiritual eye of our soul be dulled and let us
not be satisfied with arriving speedily at the
gate, but rather let us knock hard, so that the
door of the bridal chamber may be opened to
us and we may behold the beauties within.
Now, the gate is the letter, but the bridal
chamber within the gate is the beaury of the
thoughts hidden behind the letter, which is
35
to say, the Spirit of truth.
Again one detects here the continuity between
the physical and spiritual senses, a continuity
founded on a profoundly holistic understanding
of the human being.

St. Symeon the New Theologian
The doctrine of the spiritual senses erupts in
a blaze of glory in the extraordinary figure of
St. Symeon the New Theologian, the foremost
apostle of the vision of divine light in the middle
Byzantine period.
With regard to the physical senses, Symeon
holds there is but a single sense of the soul, intellect, and reason (fL(av afo0YJCTlV ixwv EV fLl~ tuxfi
xal vot xal ).6-y'll) that operates in five ways or
modes according to physical needs of the body.
For ·example, it is not sight that sees but rather
the soul that sees by means of sight. This is not
a new point-Gregory of Nyssa, among others,
says the same. Symeon does however appear to
break new ground in what he has to say about the
specifically spiritual senses:
With regard to spiritual matters, however, the
soul is no longer obliged to discern through
the windows of the senses. It no longer seeks
to open the eyes in order to see or contemplate
some existing thing, nor the ears in order to
admit discourse. Neither does it require lips
or tongue in order to distinguish sweet from
bitter, nor hands in order to know by means
of them what i~ rough, or soft, or smo~th.
35 Philosophical Chaptm, ed. Kotter (PTS 7 53.14-S4.41)
(trans. Chase, 7-8).
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verdure, ornamented by :s hining flowers, varied and spiritual. .. . The sun of righteousness
will shine seven times more brightly, and the
moon will gleam twice as bright as the sun
which illumines it now. The stars will be like
our sun-if. indeed, these are the same stars
as are spoken of in the sublime thoughts of
the wise. All things there are beyond speech,
transcend thought, save only that they are
spiritual and divine, joined to the intelligible
world, and comprise another intellectual paradise and heavenly Jerusalem, made like and
united to the angelic world, the inviolable
inheritance of the sons of God. 38

Rather perception goes outside of all of these
and is gathered together wholly within the
intellect, as being naturally consequent upon
the latter and inseparably one with it. To put
it more precisely, it possesses the five senses
within itself as one rather than several.3 6
All this, I should note, comes as part of a
develop~d understanding of the soul as the image
of the Trinity. Symeon fleshes out what he has
to say on the matter of the spiritual senses using
the example of the "ineffable speech" (&pp}JTCt
p~[.tctTct) heard by St. Paul (cf. 2. Cor. 12.:4):
God is one, the creator of all. This one is
therefore every thing which is good, as we
said. The rational and immortal soul is one.
This one soul is every perception, that is,
it possesses the senses, as many as they are,
within itself. Therefore, when the one God
of all appears in revelation to the one and
rational soul, every good thing is revealed to
it and appears to it at one and the same time
through all of its senses. He [God] is both
seen and heard, is sweet to the taste and perfume to the sense of smell; He is felt and so
made known. He both speaks and is spoken.
He knows, and is recognized, and is perceived as knowing. For the one who is known
by God knows that he is known, and he who
sees God knows that God sees him. 37

This understanding of the continuity
between the material and spiritual cosmos in .
Symeon is also perfectly born out in his descriptions of the experience of the divine light. After
only a brief period of prayer, Symeon recounts an
overwhelming sense of joy and delight that gave
way to a vision of God as light:
A great light was immaterially shining on me
and seized hold of my whole mind and soul,
so that I was struck with amazement at the
unexpected marvel and I was, as it were, in
ecstasy. ... I conversed with this light. The
light itself knows it; it scattered whatever
mist there was in my soul and cast out every
earthly care. It expelled from me all material
denseness and bodily heaviness that made
my °'embers to be sluggish and numb. What
.an awesome marvel! It so invigorated and
strengthened my limbs and muscles, which
had been faint through great weariness, that ·
it seemed to me as though I was stripping .
myself of the garment of corruption. Besides,
there was poured into my soul in unutterable
fashion a great intellectual joy and perception and a sweetness surpassing every t~te of
visible things [a.A.Act x:ctl xapav Eti6ew~ 7t'OAA~V
VOEpcxv n ctfo-61)0'LV X:ctl yAU1C1JT})Tct tl7rf P nao-ctv
YEUO-LV TWV opWfLSVWV], together with a freedom and a forgetfulness of all thought pertaining to the things of this life .... Thus
all the senses of my mind and my soul were

There is a palpable continuity here between the
senses of the soul and the physical senses. This
intimation of continuity between the physical
and spiritual is given vivid illustration in his evocations of the new creation, the redeemed cosmos:
All creation, too, once made new, will become
spiritual, and together with paradise will be
transformed into an immaterial, unchanging, eternal, and intelligible dwelling place.
The sky on the one hand will be incomparably brighter, in amanner indeed quite new,
other and brighter than our visible sky, while
the earth on the other hand wilf take on a
new and inexpressible beauty, an unfading
36
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Third Ethical Discourse (SC 12.2. :402.) (trans. Golitzin).
Ibid. 12.2. :402.-4.
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First Ethical Discourse (SC 12.2.:2.18-2.0) (trans. Golitzin).

wholly concentrated on the ineffable joy of
that light.39

T,he Fourteenth-Century Hesychasts:
The Two Gregories
The light mysticism so vividly expressed by
Symeon (and indeed Makarios, Diadochos,
and Maximos) was to bear spectacular fruit
in the Hesychast controversy. The long and
involved debates about the character of the light
of Tabor-whether created or uncreated-and
the minutiae of the attendant discussion of the
distinction between the divine essence and the
divine operations, activities, or energies fall outside the scope of this paper. For our purposes it
is important to note that the Hesychasts routinely employ the notion ·of the spiritual senses
to explicate the nature of the vision of divine
light-whether on Tabor or in the experience of
the monks ·of Athos and elsewhere. St. Gregory
of Sinai makes this connection between the light
of Tabor and monastic experience evident in his
Homily on the Transfiguration. To grasp the mystery of the transfiguration one must, he exhorts,
be "mentally transformed from flesh to spirit"
and ascend the mountain together with the chosen disciples and "all the lovers of the divine vision
who rejoice ecstatically in such a sight." The
vision of God as light is "a vision of the brilliance
of the godhead." And it is a vision that strains the
conceptual categories of the spiritual senses:
For when the mind is swallowed up by that
ineffable light and comes to exist outside of
the real world, it is removed from perceiving
relationships, and [God] dulls the senses by
the light of his power. Or else just the opposite happens: he separates the mind from the
senses, and the senses from their relationships
by his light, and makes it be preoccupied by
divine love, thrusting away all the attraction
that the mind has towards sensible things,
through the very operation of the senses.40

Here we have two possibilities: the spiritual
vision or experience of God comes about either
through the suppression of the physical senses or
through such an intensification and heightening of sense perception that the physical senses
open up to the wider vistas of the spiritual senses.
Gregory sees no need to resolve this antinomy.
The "other" Gregory, St. Gregory Palamas
(ca. 12.96-:-1359), tends to be rather more precise, writing as he does in an explicitly polemi- ·
cal context.41 Palamas is careful to assert that the
uncreated light of the transfiguration (and he is
absolutely insistent on this uncreated character)
is sensed and perceived by the spiritual senses.
There is no physical light to be seen on Tabor-a
bystander would have noticed nothing particularly out of ordinary (save perhaps the stricken
postures of the chosen disciples). Palamas turns
to Maximos for an assertion that the vision took
place "by a change in the operation of sense"
effected by the Holy Spirit.42 It is by this transformation of the faculty of sense perception that the
disciples are able to see the ineffable light. And it
is this same transformation that allows the saints
to see that same light in prayer-"with eyes transformed by the power of the Holy Spirit." 43 That
said, Palamas does allow-on the basis of the
unity of the human being, composed of body and
soul, that spiritual perception is communicated in
some mysterious way to the senses of the bodythat, for example, a sensation of warmth or perception of visible light may accompany what is
properly speaking an experience of the spiritual
or intellectual senses. This is a teaching grounded
squarely in Makarios. Indeed one finds in both
Gregory and Makarios a clear sense of the sheer
thinness of the veil between the material and the
spiritual-in this context Palamas speaks of the
veil between the two as a "crystal membrane." 44
·But, argues Palamas, even in this revelation
of light there is always something that remains
4 1 H omilies 34-35 On the Tranifiguration (ed . Chrescou
354-406), trans. Daley.Light on the Mountain, 355-78.
42

Homily 34.8, trans. Daley, Light on the Mountain, 360.

Homily 34.13, trans. D~ey,Light on the Mountain, 363-64.
44 H omily 34.14, trans. Daley, Light on the Mountain, 364.
Gregory also develops a rather intriguing notion of our having
six senses (adding the faculty oflanguage to the usual five) as
a way of doing justice to the six days referenced in the Marean
and Macthean account.
43

39 Discourse 16 (SC 104:2.44-46) (trans. Cantazaro, lightly
adapted).
40 H omily on tht Tr~nifiguration 13 (ed. Balfour 32.), trans.
B. Daley, Light on tht Mountain: Greek Patristic and Byzantint
Homilies on the Tranifiguration .ofthe Lord (Yonkers, :z.013), HS·
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invisible and unknowable in God, that is to say,
the divine nature as opposed to the divine operation. Here a kind of analogy can be drawn with
the sun. The sun provides the light by which
we see but at the same time blinds us if we look
at it directly. There is a very real sense in which
the light of Tabor, the same light witnessed by
the Hesychast monks in prayer, is also a kind of
dazzling and overwhelming darkness-a darkness that points to the unsearchable, inscrutable,
and unknowable nature of God, hidden from all
sense perception-both physical and spiritual.

Conclusion
This survey will, I trust, have conveyed something of the richness of the Byzantine understandings of the spiritual senses. Let me now
offer a few conclusions.
The contrast between five spiritual senses and
one is more apparent than real. In practice evocations of the fivefold operation of the senses function as a way cif expressing the variegated nature
of human experience of the divine but do not rule
out a unitary understanding of that experience.
Although there is within the Byzantine theological tradition a current of thought suggestive
of the cessation of the spiritual senses in the unio
mystica, the prevailing opinion is that the spiritual sense or senses represent the least inadequate
way of conveying something of the overwhelming
nature of human experience of encounter with
the divine. Whether this be through·a cessation
or an intensification of the physical senses is perhaps less important than the fact of the endurance of the sense or senses in union with God.
While some understandings of the spiritual
senses represent a mere transposition or transference from the realm of the physical senses, the
dominant Byzantine tradition asserts a real continuity between the physical and spiritual senses.
Far from being a poetic analogy or spirit~alizing
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extrapolation from the sublunary sensorium,
this tradition of interpretation asserts the essential connection between physical and spiritual
perception and in so doing affirms in no uncertain terms the psycho-physical unity of the
human person. In this respect, Makarios's intuition that it is the spiritual and not the physical .
senses that are primary is especially interesting. As inhabitants of the physical cosmos we
are used to assuming that perception pertains
in the first instance to the material, the sensible, and the phenomenal. Makarios prompts
us to consider instead the primacy of spiritual
and intellectual perception. What you see is,
emphatically, not what you get.
The Byzantine theologians surveyed in this
chapter offer a robust defense of the integrity .
of the material and the physical and a forceful
assertion of the inescapably embodied character
of human existence. At the same time they are
in no doubt as to the potentially cloying effects
of materiality and the need to penetrate beyond
the realm of physical sense perception. While
·standing in a distinctly ascetic and theological
tradition, the various voices treated here reflect
a culture that was substantially more attuned
to supra-physical sense perception than modern·
western society is. Few Byzantines, of course,
could claim the kinds of experiences vouchsafed to a Makarios or a Symeon. B"1t spiritual
sensation, whether of grace or demonic activity, whether of saints, or angels, or God himself, was .always a very real prospect within the
Byzantine sensorium. The vision of light, the
taste of grace, the hearing of ineffable words,
the smelling of indescribable perfumes, the ·
touch of an angel or saint-all these spiritual .
sense perceptions were far from being unusual
features of Byzantine life. This was, after all, a
world in which only a thin "crystal membrane"
separated the physical from the spiritual, the
material from the divine.
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